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3S Analysis on Deploying SMR/TNPP 

3S Definition (IAEA Glossary) Focal Points

Safety

The achievement of  proper operating conditions (of  a nuclear 
technology), prevention of  accidents or mitigation of  accident 
consequences (from a nuclear facility), resulting in protection of  
workers, public and the environment from undue radiation hazards

Technology

Facility

Security

The prevention and detection of, and response to theft, sabotage, 
unauthorized access, illegal transfer or other malicious acts 
involving nuclear material, other radioactive substances or their 
associated facilities

Facility

Materials

Safeguards

A set of  technical measures applied by the IAEA on nuclear material
and activities, through which the Agency seeks to independently 
verify that nuclear facilities (and associated technology) are not 
misused and nuclear material not diverted from peaceful uses

Materials

Technology

3S (Safety, Security, Safeguards) Definition 



3S and 
Interface

3S by Design
Facility Materials Technology

Safety

Safety fundamentals, 
defense-in-depth, diversity, 
and redundancy strategies. 

Prevent criticality; confine 
radioactive releases; and 
protect against radiation 
exposure. 

Technologies are safe, sound and 
based on established safety 
principles and requirements.

Security 

Physical protection system 
(PPS) against sabotage, 
threat assessments and 
design-basis threat (DBT).

PPS for nuclear materials in 
transport, or in facility, threat 
assessments and DBT. 

Threats of  cyberattacks against 
digital-based control and PPS.

Safe-
guards 

Incorporate IAEA safeguards 
equipment and inspection 
requirements, minimize costly 
retrofits or workaround.

Incorporate IAEA approved 
material accountancy and 
measurements, surveillance, 
and containment, etc.

Protect confidential/ proprietary 
design information, technology is 
safeguard-able by IAEA, not just 
intrinsic proliferation-resistance.

3S-by-Design for SMR/TNPP 

3S Analysis on Deploying SMR/TNPP 

3S for the entire life cycle (e.g., design, operation, and decommissioning/ 
disposition) are important considerations for deploying SMR/TNPP 



3S Challenges Opportunities

Safety

Regulatory Framework
Require new regulatory processes, harmonization of  regulatory 
processes among regulatory bodies of  vendors and recipients.

IAEA Regulatory Forum to identify and resolve common 
safety issues associated with SMRs.

Operation and Maintenance
Little or no operational/maintenance experience, common-cause 
failures in equipment/systems of  modular SMRs. 

Gain operational/ maintenance experience from a prototype, 
or first module of  the SMR.

Security

Domestic Nuclear Security Framework
Lack financial and human resources to establish domestic 
nuclear security program.

Vendor assisted security program (against facility-sabotage 
and  material-theft) before exporting SMRs.

Spent Fuel Management
Proliferation of  nuclear materials, in the form of  spent SMR fuel 
to locations in conflicting regions or security hot spots. 

Requiring new schemes of  spent fuel management, 
including spent-fuel take-back or take-away by vendors

Safe-
guards

Proliferation Resistance vs IAEA Safeguards
A proliferation-resistant (PR) SMR may not always meet IAEA 
Safeguards requirements.

Vendors to work with IAEA safeguards in early design phase 
to determine SMR technologies are “safeguard-able”. 

Lack of  IAEA Safeguards Technologies for SMR
SMRs’ unique features and novel operating conditions may be
challenging for IAEA Safeguards.

A unique opportunity for IAEA to request for resources to 
safeguards SMRs.

3S Analysis on Deploying SMR/TNPP 



Deploying TNPP in Indo-Pacific 
Type Country Reactor Developer Shipbuilder Status

TNPP

Russia

KLT40S OKBM Baltic Shipyard Operated in Russian Far East since May 2020.

RITM200M OKBM Baltic Shipyard First RITM-200 was installed on board Arktika 
icebreaker 

China

ACP100S CNNC Jiangnan Shipyard Co. To be completed in 2023 to power chemical 
factories

ACPR50S CGN China State 
Shipbuilding Corp.

First of  a fleet, to be completed to power oil rigs in 
Bohai and South China Sea,

ROK

BANDI-60S KEPCO Daewoo Ship-building 
& Marine Engineering

Under development since 2016.

Molten Salt 
Reactor

KAERI/
SAMSUNG

Geoje Shipyard Plan announced on 16 June 2021.

Indonesia
Molten Salt 
Reactor

ThorCon,
USA

Daewoo Ship-building 
& Marine Engineering

PT PAL Indonesia and ThorCon for a study to build a 
500 MWe plant on a barge built by Daewoo, ROK.

Naval 
Propulsion

Australia
HEU fuelled 
naval 
submarine 

AUKUS AUKUS A trilateral security pact among Australia, UK and 
the US to build a class of  nuclear-propelled 
submarines for Australia 

• Safety: Convention on Nuclear Safety is currently not applicable to TNPP.

• Security: A TNPP is a “nuclear facility” as well as a “maritime vessel”. Separation of jurisdictions and
delineation of “security” responsibilities of the two are challenging.

• Safeguards: Safeguarding fresh and spent fuel on-board a TNPP is challenging for IAEA Safeguards.



Summary 

• SMRs and FNPPs may be more accommodating (than large-scale LWRs) to 
newcomer countries with small grids due to their smaller sizes, modularity,  
scalability, accessibility, and lesser capital costs,

• A 3S-by-design, with focuses on the 3S interfaces (e.g., facilities, materials 
and technologies) may be useful to assure that the SMR/TNPP is safe, 
secure, and purely for peaceful purposes,

• But, challenges to introducing SMR/FNPP are many. Not least are regulatory 
framework, operation and maintenance, spent fuel management, safety, 
security, & safeguards (3Ss), and nuclear governance. 


